
  



AZERBAIJAN 

Decree on Establishment of Credit Guarantee Fund 

The Decree aims to expand access opportunities of entrepreneurs to financial resources 
in connection with implementation of decree of the President of Republic of Azerbaijan 
dated December 6, 2016, on “Strategic Road Map on perspective of national economy of 
the Republic of Azerbaijan”, promote entrepreneurship activity and establish a credit 
system based on risk allocation in financial sector. Read more: 

Decree on Establishment of Trade Representatives at Embassy and Consulates 

On September 5, 2017, President of the Republic of Azerbaijan issued a decree on 

“providing activity of trade representatives at embassy and consulates of the Republic 

of Azerbaijan in foreign countries”. According to the decree, in order to provide activity 

of trade representatives, their administrations are established at embassies and 

consulates of the Republic of Azerbaijan in foreign countries. Read more: 

BELARUS 

Requirements for Audit Activities 

Resolution of the Ministry of Finance dated August 1, 2017, clarified the procedure of 
audit assessment of activities of legal entities (individual entrepreneurs) during the 
procedure of the liquidation (cessation of activities). In particular, now a special form of 
an audit opinion has been legislatively established for conducting such an assessment. 
Certain requirements are now stipulated for the form and content of the auditor's 
report drafted on the basis of the results of the assessment, which shall be obligatory 
attached to the audit opinion. Read more: 

Collection of Funds in Indisputable Manner under Leasing Contracts 

On August 1, 2017, the Resolution of the Council of Ministers came into force, which 
supplemented the list of documents providing the right to collect debts in an 
indisputable manner on the basis of the executive inscription. In particular, the case of 
collection of debts under leasing contracts is allocated. In order to make an executive 
inscription, the claimant shall provide the notary with the following documents: a 
financial leasing contract and a copy thereof, certified by the claimant; documents 
confirming the transfer of property under a financial leasing contract, and their copies 
certified by the claimant; document calculating the amount of debt and terms of 
payment, signed by the head or other authorized representative of the claimant (with 
the submission of documents confirming his authorization), the chief accountant of the 
claimant, an individual entrepreneur, and sealed (in the presence of seal). Read more: 

E-Court System 

From now it will be easier to search information on cases examined in economic courts, 
to file procedural appeals and find the date of the court session of interest: the E-court 
system has started its work in Belarus in a test mode. In particular, the Data bank of 
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court decisions has been launched, providing an opportunity to view the resolute parts 
of judicial decisions of economic cases, examined at the first instance. The personal 
information of citizens taking part in the relevant legal proceedings shall be removed. 
The Data bank will include court decisions made on August 15, 2017 and later. Read 
more: 

Creation and Liquidation of Business - Under New Rules 

On September 9, previously announced Decree No. 2 entered into force introducing 
significant alterations to the procedure of registration and liquidation of legal entities 
and termination of activities of individual entrepreneurs. Read more: 

Improvement of Tax Legislation 

Two important alterations are related to the calculation and payment of income tax by 
organizations. In particular, changes are coming in the sphere of rendering services for 
the performance of the functions of the executive body of legal entities. It is planned to 
establish for organizations the limits of reduction of the tax base when paying 
remuneration for the provision of this kind of management services. Read more: 

Decrease in the Rate of Mandatory Sale of Foreign Currency Earnings 

On October 1, 2017, the National Bank of the Republic of Belarus is decreasing the rate 
of mandatory sale of foreign currency earnings to 10 %. Let us remind that at the 
moment Belarusian organizations and individual entrepreneurs are obliged to sell 20% 
of foreign currency earnings. As was previously repeatedly pointed by the 
representatives of the National Bank, there are plans regarding a full abolishment of 
this obligation of Belarusian business entities in the process of liberalization of 
currency legislation. 

Doing Business in Rural Area: New Perspectives of Development 

Starting from 2018, business entities will be able to take advantage of significant 
benefits for trade activities, rendering catering and consumer services in rural areas.  

Legal entities and individual entrepreneurs will receive certain tax preferences: their 
turnover in the sale of goods and services will be exempted from VAT, in addition, a 
single tax rate of 6% is established for the income tax of organizations and individual 
entrepreneurs, if they are payers of this particular tax. If the individual entrepreneur is 
a payer of a single tax, then its size shall be 1 basic value per month. Read more: 

POLAND 

Amendment to Renewable Energy Sources Act 

In Poland, as of 25 September 2017, the provisions of the amended Renewable Energy 
Sources Act are coming into full force and effect. This brings serious financial 
consequences for the Polish energy market. The changes concern the support for 
system of electricity production from renewable sources with the so-called “Green 
Certificates” (Tradable Green Certificates System). Energy companies are obliged under 
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this system to demonstrate that a portion of their energy comes from renewable 
sources. Instead of fulfilling the above obligation they may also pay the so-called 
“substitution fee”. The amendment to the Act eliminates the fixed amount of 
replacement fee, making it dependent on the current price of Green Certificates. 

New Obligations for Oil and Gas Operators 

Since 2 September the new obligations have been imposed on the energy companies 
engaged in trans-border natural gas trading as well as on the entities importing natural 
gas. Obligations regard the permissible ways of maintaining mandatory gas reserves 
and providing information to the transmission system operator on the location of 
mandatory gas reserve storage. 

New Rules on the Real Estate Market 

The new Real Estate Management Act has been in force since 1 September 2017. The 
act constitutes that the business activity related to brokerage in real estate transactions 
could be conducted only by entrepreneurs.  It also imposes on real estate agents the 
obligation to have valid TPL insurance, copy of which must be attached to the every real 
estate appraisal survey or valuation contract. 

The Real Estate Management Act also brings some changes in the real estate appraisal 
rules. 

Rules Change on European Funds Granting 

As of 2 September 2017 changes in the Act on the implementation of cohesion policy 
programs in 2014-2020 financial perspective have come into force and effect. The 
changes simplify procedures on allocation of cohesion funds - e.g. a possibility of 
dividing the competition into turns has been introduced, number of required 
documents reduced and deadlines in appeal proceedings shortened. However, 
warnings should be taken into account that in the first period after the changes take 
effect they will cause suspension of the competitions which were supposed to be 
announced in October this year.  

New Simplified Excise Tax Declarations 

As of 1 October 2017, a Regulation of the Minister of Finance on simplified excise tax 
declarations with regard to intra-Community acquisition came into force and effect. The 
change consists in splitting previously binding AKC-U excise tax declaration into two 
separate declarations: first one being AKC-U/A on excise goods and the second one 
AKC-U/S concerning passenger cars only. The changes are intended to make it more 
difficult to lower the tax base for passenger cars by requiring to provide in the 
declaration detailed information to facilitate its verification. 

Changes In Tax Documentation 

In Poland, as of 3 October 2017, a Regulation of the Minister of Finance on information 
contained in tax documentation with regard to corporate income tax and personal 
income tax came into full force and effect. The Regulation introduces a number of 



guidelines for transfer pricing tax documentation, in particular in: basic documentation 
(Local File), group documentation (Master File) and comparative data analysis 
(Benchmarking Study). In addition, a glossary of transfer pricing terms has been 
provided. 

RUSSIA 

The Federal Tax Service Strengthens Control over Taxpayers 

In order to toughen the liability for business for 'fraud' with taxes and formation of the 
evidentiary basis of the taxpayer's intent of tax underpayment, a Letter of the Federal 
Tax Service of Russia No. ED-4-2/ 13650 dated 13 July 2017 was developed. In the 
letter, the Federal Tax Service provided for guidelines for tax and investigative 
authorities to identify criminal intent in the taxpayers’ actions. Tax authority officers 
were offered to conduct on-site tax audits with direct participation of the officers of 
internal affairs and investigative authorities. Read more: 

Disclosure of Information on Beneficiaries 

On 18 August 2017, Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 913, dated 
31 July 2017, came into effect. According to the Decree, legal entities shall disclose the 
information about their beneficiaries upon requests of tax authorities and the Federal 
Financial Monitoring Service. Read more: 

Changes Regarding On-Site Audits 

At the end of July, the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation issued a Ruling in case 
No. A19-916/2016, which put an end to the issue of tax authorities competence to 
check the working computers and software of legal entities during the on-site 
audits. Now, tax authorities can check the contents of taxpayers' computers during 
audits. Read more: 

New Rules for Liquidation of Legal Entities 

From 1 September 2017, the process of voluntary liquidation of an LLC must be 
completed within a year. This period can be extended by court at the petition of the 
liquidator for next six months. When the liquidation of a company is not completed 
within 1.5 years, the decision to liquidate shall be cancelled. Repeated liquidation can 
be made six months after the entry of the cancellation record in the Unified State 
Register of Legal Entities. Read more: 

New Requirements for Registration of Legal Entity 

The Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation issued an order (No. 135n, dated 25 
August 2017), according to which the list of information about a legal entity, peasant 
(farm) economy, individual registered as IE  posted on the official FTS website is 
subject to change. The requirement to indicate the place of residence of the manager or 
location of the managing company when registering a legal entity was cancelled. 
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However, the registration process requires an indication of e-mail address, which will 
be entered by the FTS in the registration data. Read more: 

Contribution to Property Will Help to Save on Taxes 

On 22 September 2017, members of the State Duma of the Russian Federation adopted 
a bill that introduced amendments to the Tax Code of the Russian Federation through 
third reading. In particular, it follows that renewal of current assets or transfer of 
property to the company led the profit tax exemption exempted from profit tax. The 
purpose of the bill is to avoid double taxation. Read more: 

Blocking of Internet sites and regulation of messengers in Russia: legal 
developments 

Amendments to the Federal Law No. 149-FZ of 27 July 2006 "On Information, 
Information Technologies and Information Protection", which came into force on 1 
October  2017, provide, inter alia, for the administrative procedure for restricting 
access to copies of Internet sites blocked by a decision of the Moscow City Court in 
connection with the repeated and illegal  placement of information containing 
copyright and (or) related rights, or information necessary to get access thereto (so-
called mirror sites). Read more: 

TURKEY 

Turkish Citizenship in Return for US$1.5 Million Worth of Investment 

The Amendment of the Regulation on Implementation of the Turkish Citizenship Law 
was published in the Official Gazette numbered 30057 and dated May 5, 2017, and 
entered into force on the same date. 

According to the said regulation, foreigners holding shares at the amount of a minimum 
of $ 1.5 million shares in either real estate or venture capital investment funds for a 
period of three years, may be entitled to Turkish citizenship in case of the confirmation 
by the Capital Markets Board, with the proposal of the Ministry of Interior and as part 
the decision of the Council of Ministers. 

Payments Regarding Trade Including/Involving Free Trade Zones Can Be Made in 
Turkish Liras 

According to the new ruling of Turkey’s Council of Ministers, payments regarding trade 
between free trade zones and other countries, can now also be made in Turkish Lira, if 
requested. Previously, such payments could only be made in foreign currencies. 

The Ministry of Economy will determine the procedures and principles regarding the 
transactions with the Turkish Lira in free trade zones. 

Exemption of VAT for Foreigners Purchasing Residence and Office Premises 

A VAT exemption shall be applied to foreigners purchasing a residence or an office for 
the first time. The residence or office purchased within the scope of exception should 
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be kept at least one year and the purchase should be made with foreign currency. VAT 
on such purchases usually ranges up to 18%. Read more: 

Regulation Published on Working Permits for Foreign Employees in Free Trade 
Zones 

Turkey has announced requirements and processes for applying and granting working 
permits to foreign employees who work in Free Trade Zones. Read more: 

Tax Obligations for E-Money and E-Payment Agencies are Regulated 

The procedures and principles regarding the taxation arrangements of payment 
services provided by e-money and e-payment agencies have been specified. Legislation 
stipulates that the mentioned electronic payment services shall be regarded as bank 
transactions and services. Read more: 

New Regulations for Collective Internet Use Providers 

Turkey has introduced new regulations on obligations and liabilities of collective 
internet use providers. The Regulation on Collective Internet Use Providers was 
published in Official Gazette numbered 30035 on 11 April 2017, entering into effect on 
the same date. Read more: 

Requirements for Power of Attorneys Issued Outside Turkey 

Turkey’s General Directorate of Land Registry and Cadastre Department of Foreign 
Affairs made an announcement on the procedures and principles regarding power of 
attorneys issued abroad and used during land registry transactions. Read more: 
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Azerbaijan 
Baku 
Т.: +994 12 465 4365 
E.: baku@gratanet.com 
 
Belarus 
Minsk 
Т.: +375 17 218 1055 
Е.: minsk@gratanet.com 
 
China 
Beijing 
Т.: +86 10 56 222 344 
М.: +86 188 110 373 74 
E.: gn@gratanet.com 
 
Czech Republic 
Prague 
Т.: +420 222 320 153 
Е.: prague@gratanet.com 
 
Georgia 
Tbilisi 
Т.: +995 32 292 1878 
E.: tbilisi@gratanet.com 
 
Kazakhstan 
Almaty 
Т.: +7 727 2445 777 
E.: info@gratanet.com 
 
Astana 
Т.: +7172 689 908 
Е.: astana@gratanet.com 
 
Aktau 
Т.: +7 7292 305 886/8 
E.: aktau@gratanet.com 
 
Atyrau 
Т.: +7 701 768 0785 
E.: atyrau@gratanet.com 
 
Kyrgyzstan 
Bishkek 
Т.: +996 312 31 4050 
Е.: bishkek@gratanet.com 
 
Latvia 
Riga 
Т.: +371 28 39 2222 
E.: riga@gratanet.com 
 
Poland 
Warsaw 
T.: +48 625 900 660 
E.: warsaw@gratanet.com  
 
 
 
 
 

Russia 
Moscow 
Т. +7 495 660 1184  
Е.: moscow@gratanet.com 
 
Novosibirsk 
T.: +7 383 266 9758 
E.: novosibirsk@gratanet.com 
 
Samara 
T.: +7 846 200 1524 
E.: samara@gratanet.com 
 
Kazan 
Т.: +7 843 212 2584 
Е.: kazan@gratanet.com 
 
Saint-Petersburg 
Т.: +7 812 385 7466 
Е.: office.spb@gratanet.com 
 
Rostov-on-Don 
Т.: +7 863 290 7082 
Е.: rostov_on_don@gratanet.com 
 
Switzerland 
Zurich 
Т.: +41 44 388 5555 
Е.: zurich@gratanet.com 
 
Tajikistan 
Dushanbe 
Т.: +992 44 620 4163 
М.: +992 93 555 8450 
Е.: dushanbe@gratanet.com 
 
Turkmenistan 
Ashgabat 
Т.: +9 9890 370 1847 
Е.: asharipov@gratanet.com 
 
Turkey 
Istanbul 
Т.: +90 212 351 9102 
E.: istanbul@gratanet.com 
 
Ukraine 
Kiev 
T.: +380 44 207 0270 
E.: kyiv@gratanet.com 
 
United Kingdom 
London 
Т.: +7 701 722 3287 
E.: london@gratanet.com 
 
Uzbekistan 
Tashkent 
T.: +9 9871 230 2422 
E.: tashkent@gratanet.com 
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